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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to solve axysssimetric problems found in nuclear reactors engineering. Thus, a
stabilized finite element formulation for the solution of the Navier-Stokes and energy equations for axyssimetric
problems has been developed and tested.
This formulation has been implemented in the NS_SOLVER_MPI_2D_A program developed at the Parallel
Computation Laboratory of the Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear (LCP/IEN) and is now available either for
safety analysis or design of nuclear systems.
The results show the simulation of the mixed convection phenomena that occurs in the downcomer of a PWR
nuclear reactor.
1. INTRODUCTION
The world energy consumption has grown a lot over the years and encouraged research into
new technologies. Besides this growth, nuclear energy has become an alternative to meet
energy demand in industrial scale. In order to better understand nuclear power plants
problems, modern techniques of computer simulation of problems in fluid mechanics and
heat transfer has been gaining increasing importance. A large number of engineering
problems encountered in nuclear reactors can be treated with the hypothesis of axial
symmetry. This work aims to solve problems of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD),
which have axial symmetry. The physical/mathematical model employs the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations, including effects of transport and diffusion of heat.
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2. STABILIZED FORMULATION
This work extends the original methodology on the stabilized finite element method proposed
by Sampaio and implemented originally in Cartesian geometry [1]. Thus, the method
proposed in this paper is a stabilized formulation of Petrov-Galerkin type and it is assumed
that the flow is axyssimetric so we can take advantage of axial symmetry.
2.1. Governing equations
We present here the continuum model used in our description of incompressible viscous
flows. The problem is defined on the open bounded domain Ω, with boundary Γ, contained in
the nsd-dimensional Euclidean space.
The governing equations are written in cylindrical coordinates, assuming the x-axis is parallel
to gravity, as
Conservation of momentum
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Conservation of mass (continuity equation):
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Conservation of energy:
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2.2. Stabilized formulation
We apply the finite differences method for time discretization in the axyssimetrics balance
equations to handle the time step. We also use finite element of equal order to all variables of
the problem in the spatial discretization njj
n uNu =) , njj
n vNv =) , njj
n pNp =) , njj
n TNT =
)
,
jj uNu ∆=∆
)
, jj vNv ∆=∆
)
, jj pNp ∆=∆
)
 and jj TNT ∆=∆
)
. Where jN  represents the
functions in the finite element and the variables with subscript j are nodal values.
Then in the field of discretized variables, we apply the minimization of the quadratic residues
of momentum and energy so that we get the following equations:
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The parameters λ  and γ  are chosen as ρλ t∆=  e ct ργ ∆= , in order to standardize the
functions (structure SUPG) [2]. The parameter θ  is preferably ½.
With the introduction of appropriate boundary conditions for the problem, using the mass
balance and applying the identity of Green, with some algebraic manipulations we arrive to
the discretized equations to update the fields of velocity, pressure and temperature used in the
construction of computer code [3].
The time step is synchronized by the method developed by Sampaio [4] which introduced an
optimal upwind for the balance of momentum and also to the amount of energy.
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3. COMPUTER CODE
The computational code used and developed in this work was developed from the
NS_SOLVER_MPI_2D_A program written in FORTRAN90 by Sampaio [5]. This program
solves problems in two-dimensional Cartesian geometry.
The new code, as the original developed by Sampaio, preserved the advanced features such as
parallel computing and adaptive meshing.
4. VALIDATION TESTS
An important part of the work was dedicated to test the new program for its validation. Thus,
for validation of the program, we studied the development of laminar flow in a long tube,
comparing the length required for full development obtained from an experimental
correlation [6], and checking the velocity profile developed with the corresponding analytical
solution.
Results were obtained through simulations of flow in tubes using the following Reynolds
numbers:97.6, 195.2, 488 and 976.
4.2. Study of the development length of the flow
In the studies of Durst et all [6], they arrived at a relationship that expresses the development
length of the flow as a function of Reynold's number and it is expressed by the following
correlation:
( ) ( )[ ] 6.116.16.1 Re0567.0619.0 +=
D
L
                                                                                      (9)
As can be seen in the figure below, the numerical data generated by our program achieved
some values of the development length of the flow versus Reynold´s number,  so that we
could compare the numerical results with the experimental ones.
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Figure 1. Development length of the flow related to the
values of Reynolds.
We can note the good agreement between the numerical results and those found in the
literature.
4.3. Study of friction factor
Also, we can compare the results of the numerical friction factor with the theoretical friction
factor for developed laminar flow.
The values used for the Reynolds numbers were the same mentioned above.
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Figure 2. Numerical and theoretical friction factors (64/Re)
5. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
For this example we propose the simulation of part of the core of a PWR reactor, the
downcomer, which has axial symmetry.
As a basis we use some values from an experiment in dimensional scale, the ROCOM [7], so
we can apply the method developed in this work to the chamber of descent of the fluid in a
vessel of a reactor, called the downcomer.
Figure 3. Model of the vessel of a PWR nuclear reactor, the
red square highlights the region simulated.
Figure 3 shows the region we have simulated. The fluid flow analysis was done with
Reynolds number equal to 41073,8 ×  and with an initial mesh with 21,919 triangular
elements and 12,312 nodes using adaptive meshing.
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Figure 4. Velocity vector field of the fluid in the
downcomer.
In fig. 4 we note the formation of vortices in this region as well as areas where the flow is
slower.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Techniques in CFD have a wide applicability in the development of projects and analysis of
reactors safety and we can simulate the behavior of pipes flows and the fluid flow in the core
sectors of the nuclear reactors with axyssimetrics characteristics.
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